Polydisperse powder mixtures: effect of particle size and shape on mixture stability.
The effect of the shape and size of the components on the stability of mixtures was evaluated in binary mixtures of drug and carrier. Aspirin was used as model drug; spray-dried lactose and microcrystalline cellulose were used as carriers. The coefficient of variation (CV) of the drug in the mixture at various time intervals during mixing was used as a measure of homogeneity. The stability of mixtures was assessed under conditions that were conducive to segregation-in this case, prolonged mixing. The pattern of change in CV with time was analyzed in terms of convective, shear, and diffusive mixing stages. The variation resulting from a change in the shape of the carriers was smaller than that resulting from size differences. The segregation rate constant, calculated on the assumption of a first-order mixing process, was found to be larger in mixtures having components of different shape than in mixtures having components of similar shape. In mixtures of micronized drug and carrier, the pattern of change in the CV of drug with mixing time was attributed to the distribution of agglomerates of micronized drug during convective mixing, followed by shearing of agglomerates and, finally, the distribution of the primary particles during diffusive mixing. Mixtures of non-cohesive powders of similar size and shape behaved like random mixtures of non-interacting components.